
In a digital landscape of continually expanding
identities and identity systems across not just a
single cloud, but multiple clouds from different
providers, users are finding it more challenging to
secure and manage their identities. In addition,
each cloud platform brings their own entitlements
and security policies that further complicate the
challenge and potentially result in inappropriate
or excessive access to cloud workloads. 

Cloud Infrastructure Entitlement Management
(CIEM) has emerged as the answer to this
problem, coordinating and managing the
entitlements across all these clouds.

GET YOUR HEAD
IN THE CLOUD
MANAGE YOUR CLOUDS
WITH SIMEO

Hundreds of cloud-native
roles and thousands of

permissions: A higher risk of
unauthorized access because

of excessive permissions.

Disparate operational and
security paradigms for each

cloud platform: Impaired
visibility, situational

awareness, and ability to
respond to security events.

 Identities with excessive
permissions impact utilization

of cloud services: Standing
access even with least

privilege worsens your risk
posture and creates a

persistent security threat
when an identity is

compromised.
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Simeio CIEM Deliverables

CIEM tenant setup & integrations

Risk analysis report

Remediation and just-in-time access
templates

Configurations Runbook
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Simeio is the industry leader in identity
security services. Is it any surprise that our
CIEM offering is the most security-minded
option on the market? Simeio’s CIEM offering
combines our identity security expertise with
the industry leading commercial CIEM
products.

Our CIEM offering provides comprehensive
visibility and control over all permissions and
entitlements within your clouds. Beyond
providing a unified platform where you can
assess, manage, govern, and consistently
protect your permissions and identities,
Simeio provides expertise to help automate
policy enforcement.

Automatic policy enforcement, real-time
monitoring, remediation, and automated
curation of identities ensures you always know
what is happening in your clouds.

Additionally, Simeio cuts down on the effort
and cost needed to manage entitlements. We
reduce the risk of misconfiguration for
identities in multiple clouds. This helps
prevent cloud breaches and data theft by
reducing the attack surfaces as well as
minimizing the access risks posed to your
cloud by excessive permissions of machine
identities.

CIEM is the Modern Solution
Organizations adopting multiple cloud platforms face challenges in enforcing a streamlined
security policy. CIEM tools solve this challenge by orchestrating diverse cloud platforms and
SaaS applications via an identity centric entitlements map. This helps with visibility, monitoring,
and enforcement of common security policy while simplifying remediation, automation and
just-in-time access.  A CIEM solution grants users gain full visibility, understanding, and control
of their cloud environments. 

A CIEM service gathers all your AWS, Azure, and Google cloud services together under a single
pane of glass. CIEM un-siloes your disparate cloud services and provides real-time information
and control across all the cloud platforms used by your enterprises. In the short term, CIEM
adoption augments your Cloud Infrastructure and Platform Services (CIPS) and Cloud Security
Posture Management (CSPM) products. In the long term, it ensures that your identity fabric
never has a single stitch out of place.
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